
 

 
 

 

 

 

CARE – GAMBLING RESEARCH JANUARY 2018 
 

 

Methodology:  ComRes interviewed 2,036 GB adults online between 19th and 21st January 2018.  Data were 

weighted to be demographically representative of all British adults aged 18+ by age, gender, region and social 

grade.  ComRes is a member of the British Polling Council and abides by its rules. 

 

All press releases or other publications must be checked with ComRes before use.  ComRes requires 48 hours to 

check a press release unless otherwise agreed. 

 

For information about commissioning research please contact andrew.hawkins@comresglobal.com or call +44 

(0)20 7871 8660. 
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8293155841239Agree
41%15%29%61%

81012731253419Disagree
40%63%62%21%

397448199378Don't know
20%22%10%19%
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Gambling Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 19th-21st January 2018

Absolutes/col percents
Table 1
Q.1 The UK gambling industry's income is £14 billion per year.  The Government has asked gambling firms to make voluntary contributions towards a fund for helping problem gamblers of whom
there are an estimated 430,000 in the UK plus a further 2 million 'at risk'.  Currently those voluntary contributions bring in around £8 million, or just over £18 for every problem gambler.
Some argue that the gambling industry should not be forced to make further larger contributions because gamblers can choose whether or not to lose their money, while others say that the
industry should be forced to pay more in order to repair more of the damage caused by problem gambling.
In light of this, do you agree or disagree with these statements?
Summary

Base: All respondents

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB55+35-5418-3465+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

80832952931256862779169055546432736033036019510659712036Unweighted base

84133250541956754576869057846929936232835022810429942036Weighted base

5142043082123623584914143342981932401732071275856541239Agree
61%62%61%51%64%66%64%60%58%64%65%66%53%59%56%56%66%61%

17364103110941111561391241025463767350224195419Disagree
21%19%20%26%17%20%20%20%21%22%18%17%23%21%22%21%20%21%

15363939711177120138121685259787051234145378Don't know
18%19%19%23%20%14%16%20%21%15%17%16%24%20%22%22%15%19%
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Gambling Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 19th-21st January 2018

Absolutes/col percents
Table 2
Q.1 The UK gambling industry's income is £14 billion per year.  The Government has asked gambling firms to make voluntary contributions towards a fund for helping problem gamblers of whom
there are an estimated 430,000 in the UK plus a further 2 million 'at risk'.  Currently those voluntary contributions bring in around £8 million, or just over £18 for every problem gambler.
Some argue that the gambling industry should not be forced to make further larger contributions because gamblers can choose whether or not to lose their money, while others say that the
industry should be forced to pay more in order to repair more of the damage caused by problem gambling.
In light of this, do you agree or disagree with these statements?
The UK Government should make it compulsory for all gambling companies to pay a larger and equitable proportion of their profit or turnover towards funding help
for problem gamblers
Base: All respondents
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Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandWalesScotlandTotal

202280216168172180177270951760951812036Unweighted base

1792832711951531831712348617551021792036Weighted base

1101791821109610894141451064571181239Agree
61%63%67%56%63%59%55%60%53%61%56%66%61%

3256525127433552183671734419Disagree
18%20%19%26%18%24%20%22%21%21%17%19%21%

3749373430324241223242727378Don't know
21%17%14%17%20%18%24%17%26%18%27%15%19%
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Gambling Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 19th-21st January 2018

Absolutes/col percents
Table 3
Q.1 The UK gambling industry's income is £14 billion per year.  The Government has asked gambling firms to make voluntary contributions towards a fund for helping problem gamblers of whom
there are an estimated 430,000 in the UK plus a further 2 million 'at risk'.  Currently those voluntary contributions bring in around £8 million, or just over £18 for every problem gambler.
Some argue that the gambling industry should not be forced to make further larger contributions because gamblers can choose whether or not to lose their money, while others say that the
industry should be forced to pay more in order to repair more of the damage caused by problem gambling.
In light of this, do you agree or disagree with these statements?
The UK Government should make it compulsory for all gambling companies to pay a larger and equitable proportion of their profit or turnover towards funding help
for problem gamblers
Base: All respondents
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Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB55+35-5418-3465+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

80832952931256862779169055546432736033036019510659712036Unweighted base

84133250541956754576869057846929936232835022810429942036Weighted base

288108141139159146160219205788311310613173265319584Agree
34%32%28%33%28%27%21%32%35%17%28%31%32%37%32%25%32%29%

4751843102393433615494092953561932191901741216735811253Disagree
57%55%61%57%60%66%71%59%51%76%64%61%58%50%53%65%58%62%

77415441653959627836243032453310594199Don't know
9%12%11%10%12%7%8%9%14%8%8%8%10%13%15%10%9%10%
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Gambling Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 19th-21st January 2018

Absolutes/col percents
Table 4
Q.1 The UK gambling industry's income is £14 billion per year.  The Government has asked gambling firms to make voluntary contributions towards a fund for helping problem gamblers of whom
there are an estimated 430,000 in the UK plus a further 2 million 'at risk'.  Currently those voluntary contributions bring in around £8 million, or just over £18 for every problem gambler.
Some argue that the gambling industry should not be forced to make further larger contributions because gamblers can choose whether or not to lose their money, while others say that the
industry should be forced to pay more in order to repair more of the damage caused by problem gambling.
In light of this, do you agree or disagree with these statements?
I know someone personally who has had a problem with gambling

Base: All respondents
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Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandWalesScotlandTotal

202280216168172180177270951760951812036Unweighted base

1792832711951531831712348617551021792036Weighted base

5167945255384378215002262584Agree
28%24%35%26%36%21%25%33%25%28%22%34%29%

11019215012778127110137551086611061253Disagree
62%68%55%65%51%69%65%59%64%62%60%59%62%

182427171918181991701811199Don't know
10%8%10%9%13%10%10%8%11%10%18%6%10%
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Gambling Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 19th-21st January 2018

Absolutes/col percents
Table 5
Q.1 The UK gambling industry's income is £14 billion per year.  The Government has asked gambling firms to make voluntary contributions towards a fund for helping problem gamblers of whom
there are an estimated 430,000 in the UK plus a further 2 million 'at risk'.  Currently those voluntary contributions bring in around £8 million, or just over £18 for every problem gambler.
Some argue that the gambling industry should not be forced to make further larger contributions because gamblers can choose whether or not to lose their money, while others say that the
industry should be forced to pay more in order to repair more of the damage caused by problem gambling.
In light of this, do you agree or disagree with these statements?
I know someone personally who has had a problem with gambling

Base: All respondents
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Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB55+35-5418-3465+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

80832952931256862779169055546432736033036019510659712036Unweighted base

84133250541956754576869057846929936232835022810429942036Weighted base

1456266627910810295118673546497148139176315Agree
17%19%13%15%14%20%13%14%20%14%12%13%15%20%21%13%18%15%

5101993462503473305114323302952162312012001306516221273Disagree
61%60%69%60%61%61%66%63%57%63%72%64%61%57%57%62%63%63%

18570921071421061551631291074885788050253195448Don't know
22%21%18%26%25%20%20%24%22%23%16%23%24%23%22%24%20%22%
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Gambling Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 19th-21st January 2018

Absolutes/col percents
Table 6
Q.1 The UK gambling industry's income is £14 billion per year.  The Government has asked gambling firms to make voluntary contributions towards a fund for helping problem gamblers of whom
there are an estimated 430,000 in the UK plus a further 2 million 'at risk'.  Currently those voluntary contributions bring in around £8 million, or just over £18 for every problem gambler.
Some argue that the gambling industry should not be forced to make further larger contributions because gamblers can choose whether or not to lose their money, while others say that the
industry should be forced to pay more in order to repair more of the damage caused by problem gambling.
In light of this, do you agree or disagree with these statements?
I don't think problem gambling is a significant issue in Britain

Base: All respondents
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Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandWalesScotlandTotal

202280216168172180177270951760951812036Unweighted base

1792832711951531831712348617551021792036Weighted base

2838413525372141112771722315Agree
15%14%15%18%16%20%12%18%13%16%17%12%15%

11017417311999102103148521079661281273Disagree
61%61%64%61%65%56%60%63%60%61%65%71%63%

4271574228444745233991929448Don't know
23%25%21%21%18%24%28%19%27%23%19%16%22%
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Gambling Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 19th-21st January 2018

Absolutes/col percents
Table 7
Q.1 The UK gambling industry's income is £14 billion per year.  The Government has asked gambling firms to make voluntary contributions towards a fund for helping problem gamblers of whom
there are an estimated 430,000 in the UK plus a further 2 million 'at risk'.  Currently those voluntary contributions bring in around £8 million, or just over £18 for every problem gambler.
Some argue that the gambling industry should not be forced to make further larger contributions because gamblers can choose whether or not to lose their money, while others say that the
industry should be forced to pay more in order to repair more of the damage caused by problem gambling.
In light of this, do you agree or disagree with these statements?
I don't think problem gambling is a significant issue in Britain

Base: All respondents
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Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB55+35-5418-3465+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

80832952931256862779169055546432736033036019510659712036Unweighted base

84133250541956754576869057846929936232835022810429942036Weighted base

34213722317820022832826423720612212713714988455374829Agree
41%41%44%42%35%42%43%38%41%44%41%35%42%43%39%44%38%41%

32512917115325123531827122119112715811413190358451810Disagree
39%39%34%36%44%43%41%39%38%41%42%44%35%37%39%34%45%40%

174661118911682123154120725177777050229168397Don't know
21%20%22%21%21%15%16%22%21%15%17%21%24%20%22%22%17%20%
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Gambling Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 19th-21st January 2018

Absolutes/col percents
Table 8
Q.1 The UK gambling industry's income is £14 billion per year.  The Government has asked gambling firms to make voluntary contributions towards a fund for helping problem gamblers of whom
there are an estimated 430,000 in the UK plus a further 2 million 'at risk'.  Currently those voluntary contributions bring in around £8 million, or just over £18 for every problem gambler.
Some argue that the gambling industry should not be forced to make further larger contributions because gamblers can choose whether or not to lose their money, while others say that the
industry should be forced to pay more in order to repair more of the damage caused by problem gambling.
In light of this, do you agree or disagree with these statements?
If people choose to gamble and find they cannot stop they should not expect gambling companies to fund their help

Base: All respondents
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Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandWalesScotlandTotal

202280216168172180177270951760951812036Unweighted base

1792832711951531831712348617551021792036Weighted base

7210610990638072104377343065829Agree
40%38%40%46%41%44%42%44%43%42%30%36%41%

751231116557656288286744986810Disagree
42%43%41%33%37%36%36%38%33%38%48%48%40%

3254504033373742203472228397Don't know
18%19%19%21%22%20%22%18%24%20%22%16%20%
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Gambling Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 19th-21st January 2018

Absolutes/col percents
Table 9
Q.1 The UK gambling industry's income is £14 billion per year.  The Government has asked gambling firms to make voluntary contributions towards a fund for helping problem gamblers of whom
there are an estimated 430,000 in the UK plus a further 2 million 'at risk'.  Currently those voluntary contributions bring in around £8 million, or just over £18 for every problem gambler.
Some argue that the gambling industry should not be forced to make further larger contributions because gamblers can choose whether or not to lose their money, while others say that the
industry should be forced to pay more in order to repair more of the damage caused by problem gambling.
In light of this, do you agree or disagree with these statements?
If people choose to gamble and find they cannot stop they should not expect gambling companies to fund their help

Base: All respondents
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